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admitting of or requiring: action, and as the sentence is-
practised the corresponding: action may be performed
(e.g., as the pupil says ' There is the book ' he may touch,
the book, or ' What do I see ? ' * You see the bookJ
pointing1 to or looking at the book at the same time).
(c)	One or two words or word-combinations may be
put on the blackboard by the teacher, taken from the
sentences of the day,, and the word (book, pen,) or word-
combination (' This is a book 3) studied as a whole, not
syllable by syllable or letter by letter.
For this exercise words should be preferred which
exemplify one of the sounds dealt with in the special
pronunciation drill, and the letter or letters correspond-
ing to it should then be specially noticed.
Though it is convenient early in the course to accus-
tom the pupils to the commoner sounds or powers of
the letter symbols, there is no need to go out of one's
way to choose words for blackboard representation for
their phonic differences or resemblances too early (e.g.,,
bat, mat, cat, may serve to elucidate the force of * at *
and of b, c, and m, only, if at all, after these words have
been dealt with in the ordinary course of teaching).
 (d)	There is no need to trouble the pupils to write
anything in the early lessons, but later on writing may
begin by copying from the blackboard familiar word-s-
and letters.    In following out this procedure care must
be taken that the pupils hear the teacher correctly.    He
should repeat the sentences to be imitated with varying:
speeds, up to a normal speed of utterance.    It is the-
normal speed that the pupil must learn, both to under-
stand as spoken and to attain in his own speech.    Great'
attention should, therefore,  be paid io practice in hearing
from the start,
 (e)	The last stage of such a lesson may leave the
pupil a sentence, a word,, and a sound to memorize, and
repeat orally, for revision at the opening of the next
day's lesson.
Variations
As the lessons proceed the procedure gains in fulness-
and variety,,, The qojngptQuer pronouns^ wonjs for actions-
and objects, question words, should be dpalt'with

